Abstract. The Interface Region Imaging Spectrograph (IRIS) reveals numerous small-scale (sub-arcsecond) brightenings that appear as bright dots sparkling the solar transition region in active regions. Here, we report a statistical study on these transitionregion bright dots. We use an automatic approach to identify 2742 dots in a Si IV raster image. We find that the average spatial size of the dots is 0.8 arcsec 2 and most of them are located in the faculae area. Their Doppler velocities obtained from the Si IV 1394 Å line range from −20 to 20 km s −1 . Among these 2742 dots, 1224 are predominantly blue-shifted and 1518 are red-shifted. Their nonthermal velocities range from 4 to 50 km s −1 with an average of 24 km s −1 . We speculate that the bright dots studied here are small-scale impulsive energetic events that can heat the active region corona.
INTRODUCTION
Presently, The Interface Region Imaging Spectrograph (IRIS) observes the chromosphere and the transition region at an unprecedented high spatial resolution (0.4 ′′ ). IRIS observations revealed that the solar transition region of the faculae areas of active regions are abundant of subarcsecond bright dots [1, 2, 3] . In this study we statistically analyze the morphology and the plasma parameters of these features by combining IRIS spectroscopic and imaging data.
OBSERVATIONS AND DATA ANALYSIS
The data used in this study are taken by IRIS [4] , from 20:19:32 UT to 20:41:47 UT on 2014 February 16. The fieldof-view (FOV) of the spectral raster scan is 141
′′ . The IRIS raster field-of-view is shown in the left panel of Fig. 1 .
We used the Southwest Automatic Magnetic Interpretation Suite [SWAMIS, 5] feature tracking algorithm to identify the bright dots in the Si IV intensity image. The package is freely available (http://www.boulder.swri.edu/swamis/) and fully documented. It was initially designed for tracking moving magnetic features on the Sun, but can also perform feature identification in any type of images, including solar EUV images. SWAMIS contains two identification methods: "clump" and "downhill". The clump method groups any adjacent same-sign pixels into one feature with one identification number. The downhill method finds local maxima in the data and assigns each maximum a unique label number. Here, we use the downhill method to find the bright dots in the raster image of the Si IV 1394 Å line. In the right panel of Fig. 1 , we display the identifications of the bright dots in a small area of the active region.
The output of SWAMIS includes the spatial sizes of the bright dots and the locations of the pixels in each bright dot. Based on this information, we performed a spectroscopic analysis of each bright dot. In the present work, we used the Si IV 1394 Å spectral line to analyze the morphology, Doppler shifts and non-thermal velocities of the bright dots. We analysed the spatial distribution of the bright dots in the AR. In Fig. 3 , we show the intensity image of the 2832 Å continuum (chromosphere), where the locations of the bright dots are marked by green symbols. From the continuum 2832 Å intensity image, we found that about 114 dots lie in the sunspot areas (103 in the penumbra and 11 in the umbra), 1707 dots are located in the faculae areas and 921 dots in the relatively quieter areas of the AR.
We also studied the morphology of the bright dots Si IV spectra. Three typical examples of Si IV profiles are shown in Fig. 4 . In the top row of Fig. 4 , we give an example of a Gaussian line profile in a bright dot. This type of line profiles is found in the vast majority of the identified bright dots (2432 out of 2742). The middle row of Fig. 4 displays a typical transition-region explosive event line profile that is a spectrum showing enhanced wings at Doppler velocities ranging from 50 to 100 km s −1 [6, 7] . These line profiles are detected in 210 out of 2742 bright dots. The remaining (100) bright dots have very broad spectral profiles also typical for explosive events [8] with absorption-like components [9] (see the bottom row of Fig. 4) . 
SUMMARY
In this study, we used an automatic feature identification code, SWAMIS, to identify small-scale bright dots in Si IV observed by IRIS. In total, 2742 bright dots were found, and their sizes, Doppler and non-thermal velocities as well as spectral morphologies are then statistically analyzed.
Most of the bright dots are found in the faculae area of the AR, i. . The Si IV spectra of most of the bright dots (2432 out of 2742) are Gaussian. A very few (310) bright dots show non-Gaussian spectra, from which 210 have a typical explosive-event profile and 100 display very broad profiles with absorption-like components.
The bright dots analysed in this study are likely to be associated with nano-flares or other fine structures, such as EUV bright dots [EBDs, 10] , hot bombs [9] , sunspot bright dots [1] and transition region explosive events [6, 7] . All these events have been suggested by those authors to be signatures of energy release in the solar atmosphere. We speculate that the bright dots studied here are small-scale impulsive energetic events that can heat the active region corona. This speculation will be investigated in our following-up study.
